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Abstract The optimum etching times of the SSNTfYs used In tIllS study and thcir response to alpha energies 
in the range 1- 5McV arc discussed. These etching times were found to be 8 hours for CR-39 in etching 
solutIon of 6_25N NaOH solution at 70"C , 1.5 hours for MK in a PEW solution at 70"(" and 3 hours for both 
CN-85 and LR-II5 when using 2.SN NaOH solution at 60"C . CR-39 detectors were found to have the highest 
response to alpha energies> SMeV 

1. Introduction 

The validity of various models of track formation may be judged by critical 
parameters such as charge, mass and energy of incident particles which are able to form 
etchable tracks. Various studies [1-3] suggested that the track formation may be related 
to a number of different parameters, such as total energy loss rate ,primary ionization 
,restricted energy loss etc .. These track formations can be tested by irradiating a given 
solid with a number of ions at various energies and recording the cases for which 
etchable tracks are formed. If the track has been etched successively until the end of the 
ion range, it performs a cone with a tip point. The shape of the developed tracks in the 
plastic detectors depends on the etching conditions. It goes through three phases namely 
conical, transition and spherical phases. Plastic track detectors arc in use in diverse area 
of research such as radiation dosimetry, heavy ion physics, neutron physics, 
astrophysics, solar particles, geophysics and medicine r I-Ill. These detectors consist of 
a long-chain organic molecules and have threshold for charged particle detection. 
Furthermore SSNTO's have some impressive features sllch as, the~y are cheap, simple in 
use, can be used in any space by any size and can be operated successfully in a wide 
range of fields [4-11]. 
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The aim of the present work is to study the optimum etching time and the induced 
changes in the response for each detector's type and its dependence on the alpha 
energies. 

2. Experimental Techniques 

2.1 Sample preparation for etching time measurements 
Different detectors of CR-39 (500m thickness) from Pcrshore Ltd, U.K. CN-85 

(I GOm thickness) and LR-I IS (12m thickness) fTom Kodak pathe and Makrofal (MK) 
(300m thickness) from Bayer. (Jcnnany were used in this work.The size of each detector 
is 2.5x2.5 em. 

To obtain the etching time at which we get the optimum response ofSSNTD's, five 
groups from each type of detectors were used. The detectors were identified by 
numbering them on the upper right corners. LR-115 detectors were identified on the 
back support of the detectors. The SSNTD's were exposed to alpha-particles from a 
standard plutonium source :nl\pu (half-life 87.74 year) of activity 6.061 x 1 03 Bq 
manufactured by National Bureau of Standards U.S. Department of Commerce. The 
plutonium source was used ,"vith five collimators oflengths 5.7,15.9,24,30.5 and 35.5 
mm corresponding to alpha-particle energies 1,23,4,5 MeV respectively. These 
collimators were used also to obtain normally -incident alpha particles. 

2.2 Counting technique 
The resulting alpha-tracks on each detector were counted under an optical 

microscope at a total magnification or400x. The number of alpha tracks per field was 
averaged over thirty fields counted ror each detector and then the track density was 
obtained. The resulting data were used to study the relation between etching time and the 
response for each type of SSNTD's and at each energy of the alpha particles. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1 Characteristics of each SSNTD 
3.1.1 UcMng lime 
(a) CR-39 
Pigures J(a to e) show the variation of the response of CR-39 detectors as a 

function of the etching time for different alpha energies (1-5MeV) respectively, at 

etching concentration of 6.25N NaOH solution at 70'\.:[ Ill· 

,",rolll these Figs. we can :-,ee that the latent tracks on the uetectors can not be 
revealed before three hours of etching. It is also seen that the response of the detectors 
is increasing \vith etching time until it reaches a certain value, then a plateau like 
shape is observed i.e. the response is independent on the etching time. It is clear that 
CR-J9 detectors reach their maximum response for all alpha energies at etching time 

of 6 hours. 
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It can be concluded that 6 hours etching time in 6.25N NaOH solution at 70°(' is 
enough for monitoring of alpha particles with energies in the range of 1-5MeV. To make 
the revealed tracks more clear especially for efficient monitoring of alpha particles of 
higher energies (alphas emittl:d by radon and its decay products ), 8 hours etching time is 
suitable. 
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(b) Makrafal 
Figures 2 (a to e) represent the variation of the response ofMK detectors as a 

function of etching time for alpha energies (l-SMeV) in a solution of 4Sg H20 + 40g 
C,H,OH + ISg KOH (PEW solution) at 70"C[11j. From these figures it is noticed that 
0.2S hour is enough for the tracks at IMeV and 2MeV just to appear (revealed), but for 
higher energies (3-4MeV) it takes O.S hour and 0.7S hour for SMeV. The response of 
MK detectors reaches its maximum after 1.5 hours for alpha energies in the range 1-
SMeV. At etching time higher than I.S hours, tracks of alpha energies IMeV and 2MeV 
start to be overetched and the tracks became less clear. Therefore, the etching time for 
MK detectors should not exceed 1.5 hours at 70ue in the PEW solutions. 
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(cj CN-85 
Figures 3 (a to e) illustrate the variation ofthe response ofCN-85 detectors as a 

function of etching time for the alpha energies 1-5MeV respectively in a 2.5N NaOH 
solution at 60°C [II]. 
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Figures 3 (a to d) show that tracks of alpha energies 1,2,3 and 4MeV respectively 
started to appear after O.5hour etching time while lor 5MeV it started from 2hours etching 
time. The response of CN-85 detectors for alpha-energies, 1-3MeV is constant oyer the 
time interval O.5-3.5hour. The response of CN-85 detectors at 4MeV and 5MeV alpha
energies reaches their maxima at 3hours and remain constant ti1l4hours. At etching time 
higher than 3hours, the tracks ofthe 1 MeV and 2MeV alpha-energies were ovcretchcd and 
became less clear. It can be then concluded that 3hours etching time in a 2.SN NaOH solution 
is enough for efficient monitoring of alpha-particles with energies in the range l-SMeV. 

(d)LR-llS 
The variation of the response ofLR-115 detectors as a function of etching time for 

the alpha energies 1-5MeV respectively is shown in Figures 4 (a to c). The detectors 
were etched in a 2.SN NaOH solution at 60°C [II J. 

Fig. 4. 
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For the I MeV alpha energy, at etching time < 2.5hours reddish holes appeared in 
the red background of LR-115 because the range of IMeV alpha-particle is small and 
more time of etching is needed (>2.5 h) to be white and can be counted. For alpha
particles with energies 2 and 3 MeV in (b) and (c), the tracks are revealed as white holes 
and can be counted after only I.5hours etching time. 

LR-115 detectors reach the maximum response for these energies at 2.5hours 
etching time and tends to be constant at etching time> 2.5hours. In Figure (4d) the 
tracks appear only after 2.5hours. This phenomenon is attributed to the fact that the 
range of alpha-particles with energies:> 4MeV is greater than the thickness of the thin 
layer of LR-115 since the linear energy transfer ( LET) decreases with increasing energy 
of alpha particles. For 5MeV alpha particles the tracks are apparent after 3hours etching 
time. In general, the optimum etching time for the LR-115 detectors in 2.5N NaOH 
solution at 60°C is 3hours over the energy range 1-5 MeV of alpha particles to be 
detected. Table 1 represents the optimum conditions of etching for the four mentioned 
detectors CR-39, MK, CN-85 and LR-115. 

Table I. Etching solutions and optimum etching conditions for the four types of SSNTO's ; CR-39, MK, 
CN-85 and LR-115 

Optimum conditions 
Dettctor type 

Normality Temperature Etching time Etching solution 
t") [Ill C [Ill (h) this work 

CR-19 NaOH fi 25 70 g 

MK 45g H20+40g C2H5011+15g KOH 70 ! S 

CN-R5 NaOH 25 60 

LR-115 NaOH 2.5 60 1 
----

3. 1.2 Ener?y-re~ponse 
Figures 5 (a to d) illustrate the variation of the response ofCR-39, MK, LR-IIS 

and CN-85 respectively as a function of alpha energies at the optimum etching 
conditions of each detector. The response of MK detectors decreases slightly with a 
linear relationship over the energy range 1-4MeV. At higher energies, the response 
decreases sharply. The response of (CN-8Sand LR-115)detectors is constant over the 
energy range 1-4MeV but the response of these detectors decreases sharply with alpha 
energies higher than these values. 

The response of CR-39 detectors decreases linearly of decrease with increasing 
alpha energies over the entire energy range 1-5MeV. This means that the response of 
CR-39 detectors at energies> 4MeV is higher than that orthe other three detector types 
(MK, CN-85 and LR-115).In general, MK detectors are found to have the highest 
response in the energy range 1 to 5 Me V. 
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